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.. The  Traffic Wont Care....
 
.   . the traffic runs fast.. it wont care
      the dogs will bark till heaven breaks 
        the day so still but time  in haste
          the night has gone even before u wake
          a burden of ten worlds drooping ur shoulders
         you look up to sky it just ask questions? ? ?
          down a lane dear old friend waiting for you
         just to kiss good bye to start a new life
           back home with a tinge of blue
           but a reason to smile over the same old coffee
               and a new pair of shoes....
              remember traffic runs fast it wont care.....
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... When Did We Last Live
 
When did we last live
                   i guess in some distant dreams
                   or the faint memoirs of childhood
                        playing behind the hills...
                        when did we last live
                 when the tension bell rang in our head
                 or the news on tv shocked us to death 
                   
                       when did we last live
                        when did we  last smile
                   ahhh what you see of them
                     are the grins  of arrogance
                      or the prangs of pride...
                     when did we last live
                  when was it we looked up to sky
                 the glory of moon is still there there
                   and so is the feat of thousand joys
                    just that our passion has died........
 
                     when did we last live
                    when was it we had a sigh
               if the gallop of air is enough to survive
                       why does voice choke     
                       why does our spine shiver...
                          when did we last live
                          when will we ever live....................
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...... To Live A Life....
 
................ it takes time to live a life............
                to forget what you can't
              to accept what you can
              it takes times to live a life
              to love what is left
            to leave what you loved
          it takes time to live a life
          to go with this pain
          till the pain lets you go......
           it takes time to live a life
        to doubt your reasons
        to reason your doubts
       it takes time to live a life
      to watch the fleeting time pass by
    and wait n wait and wait till you tired
 and keep on waiting till your time arrives
  ......   it takes time to live a life....
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..................Rise.......................
 
rise till you cease to feel
                         rise till you don't feel to cease
                         rise above your own thoughts
                         rise till you own your thoughts
                         rise above the myths of faith
                         rise above the whips of fate
                         rise when time does not stand by your side
                         rise till you side line the time.......
                        rise above the despondency,
                        rise above the complaints...
                       rise rise and rise till cynicism  fails.....
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...............Just A Human Being
 
I wanted to be a star
                     but skies couldn't hold me
                     I tried to be a melodic  symphony
                        but hard to compose me
                     then i tried to be a smile
                    but sorrow just failed me.....
                     then i wanted to be beauty
                    but arrogance veiled me.....
                     then i tried to be victory
                     but stumbled before i could leap......'
                     Oh how i wished to be freedom
                   but was surrounded by walls and heaps...
                    so i just became a human being
                  because i so well know what pain means........
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Chimera......................
 
kiss of passion
                                               joy of love.
                                             a sultry night '
                                             a hue of dust
                                            a herd of chaos
                                            a pinch of pain 
                                             i look back
                                           and life is-int  the same
                                           a chimera once  again.......
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No Woman Dont Cry
 
no woman don cry
            know the power of your desire
            for eve Adam left paradise
              no woman don cry
            your strength wont die
               it can melt fire
             no woman don cry
             ur tears wont dry
         u give your life for pain
        to create a new world again
            no woman don cry
           you possess a heart little  wild
          so set it free give it a try....
        no woman don cry don cry don ever cry
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Silent Dream
 
In the somnolence of night
       i hear the whimper of my silent dream
               and a strange echo of laughter 
              and memories of memory
                    a sense of shame
                  ummmmmm yet to begin
                    this silent dream....
                  worried dont' let me live
                 but hope won't let me die.....
                  the unfilled desires..
                  ummm yet to begin
                  this silent dream
                     silent dream.......
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